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About Louisiana’s infrastructure

 Roadway
o 16,655 miles of roadway
o 931 miles of interstate

 Bridges
o 13,095 Bridges

• 8,073 state-owned
• 5,022 locally owned

 Airports
o 62 general aviation airports
o 7 commercial airports

 Ports
o 7 deep draft ports (incl. LOOP)
o 34 shallow-draft port authorities

 Public Transit
o 11 urban & 32 rural systems

 Freight Rail
o 19 freight railroads
o 2,789 miles of railroad track

 Public Works
o Northern levee districts
o 555 regulated dams

 Waterways
o 27 locks

• 25 DOTD oversight
• 2 owned and operated

o Over 2,800 miles of navigable waterways
• 274 deep draft river miles 
• Over 2,526 shallow draft river miles

 Operations
o 3.6 million acres mowed annually
o 71,000 cu. yds. of litter collected
o 11 rest areas
o 5 ferry service locations
o 3000+ highway‐rail crossings
o 3000+ traffic signals
o 1,000,000+ traffic signs
o Over 900 buildings
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WHAT IS IT?
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Well, in the recent past…

• Home Grown “MOPS” Work Order System
• Growing need to Replace w/ MMS in 

2001/’02
• Had to come onto the SAP Payroll system
• SAP ZWORD Work Order System 2005
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The recent past…..continued

• Selection of IBM/SAP/AgileAssets 2008
• 2.5 year project to implement the ERP 

system
• Go-Live LAGov ERP (to include our MMS) 

Nov. 2010
• And what is LAGov?
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LAGov is…
• SAP - Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP): SAP 

- ERP is a software system that manages human 
resources, finance, purchasing, and logistics 
information that was previously maintained in over 
twenty legacy systems. LA DOTD employees in 
Financial Services, Purchasing, Budget, Project 
Finance, Project Planning, Maintenance and other 
sections use this system.

• LA DOTD’s Plant Maintenance module for both 
equipment and facilities is run here.
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LAGov is…

• Agile Assets - Linear Assets Systems: Agile 
Assets is used by all districts and sections that 
perform maintenance duties on roads, bridges, 
signs, and signals. The software provides tools 
to schedule and report on maintenance work 
orders, including assignment of equipment, 
consumption of materials, and utilization of 
manpower.
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How’d we get there?

• Collect & Clean Data Sets
• Target Destination Columns Defined in 

Mapping
• Create Setup Tables/Columns
• Create Main Tables
• Add Custom Columns as Required
• Setup & Batch the Import Procedures
• Complete Configuration
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How’d we get there?

• Role development and security
• Testing
• Just-in-time Training
• Retraining
• And….. More training.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
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How does it work?How does it work?
• All maintenance work can be identified at 

its highest level by:
 Identifying the work (something is broken; inspection 

required)
Planning the work (specifying the parts, labor)
Scheduling the work (when are the planned resources 

available)
Executing the work (technicians actually performing 

the job tasks; parts, labor and equipment usage)
Completing the work (recording technical findings, 

order settlement of costs, etc.)



Plant MaintenancePlant Maintenance
Plant Maintenance (PM) is used to track the 

cost of maintaining

EQUIPMENT and FACILITIES.

Cost reporting includes:
• Equipment

• Labor
• Materials

• Use of equipment to assist with the maintenance/repair



Plant MaintenancePlant Maintenance

• In Plant Maintenance, two basic documents are 
used to plan, schedule, manage, execute and 
record work and costs associated with technical 
objects.
Notifications {A request for maintenance and a record of the results 

of maintenance/technical findings.  Notifications are used in the normal 
maintenance process for facilities and fleet and to manage controlled 
assets/movable property}

Work Orders  {Work Order is used to plan and schedule labor, 
materials, and services. It is also the cost collector for the resources (parts, 
labor, equipment, etc.) used on the job}



Plant MaintenancePlant Maintenance
• Notifications:
request the maintenance department perform 

a necessary task
provide maintenance requirement information
document work that has been performed
collect history of a maintenance activity

 Description of problem 
w/priority

 Technical Object

 Safety, Environmental, 
etc

 Technical Findings

Notification Data



Plant MaintenancePlant Maintenance

• Work Orders:
are the result of an inspection or a repair Notification 

on a technical object
provide instructions to complete maintenance work
manage and track all maintenance activities and 

costs
 record labor associated with the Work Order
provide a detailed plan and historical record of 

maintenance tasks
provide data for FEMA reimbursements (equipment 

usage and materials consumed)



What is AgileAssets MMS?

• Best of Breed
• Multi-faceted Maintenance 

Management/Asset Management System
• 18 state DOTs, numerous county and 

municipalities, other private industries
• 100% browser based
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Roadway Maintenance

• Interfaces send data to AGILE from LAGov ERP.
• Labor, Equipment, Material stock levels
• Actual Costs, organizational cost data
• Security, which enables Single Sign-on 

functionality through the LAGov Portal.
• Users have two different interface points to 

update or create information – network or 
PDA/Handheld device.

• Actual Asset records maintained within.
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Asset Example-Roadways table
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Asset Example-TSI
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How do we use it?
Work Requests

• Caller Information
• Location & issue
• Priorities and Status
• Assignment to other Administrative Units
• Creation of Work Orders
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Sample Work Request
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How do we use it?
Work Orders

• Create from Work Requests, or directly
• Define characteristics (Asset type, 

activity, dates, duration, etc…)
• Schedule and Enter Time, Equipment 

and Materials
• These will become PM Work Orders 

and be available for LAGov ERP 
financial reporting
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Sample Work Order
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Recording Work on the PDA 
or Handheld Device

• Primarily used by Foreman & Supervisors
• Work Offline (Not Connected)
• Download WOs to Handheld in morning 
• Record Labor, Equipment & Material Usage 

(Day Cards) in the Field
• Capture Accomplishment Info in the Field
• Capture Location Info in the Field (GPS or 

Other)
• Up Load Day Cards to System at end of day
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Sample PDA\Handheld 
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What has it done for us?

• Necessary Data is at our fingertips
– Data analysis can be performed 

• Error detection/review
• Trends 
• Annual figures with details to back it up

– Questions answered in minutes 
• Officials call with specific questions
• Unique data request from Legislature
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What has it done for us?
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What has it done for us?

• Recent Bridge Example
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What lessons have we learned?

• It’s all about data it seems.
– Timeliness – data can’t be out of date
– Location – most transportation data has a 

location component and it must be accurate
– Accuracy – is more critical than ever
– Detail – need to know more and more
– The system’s #1 enemy?  APATHY!

• And, of course, training.
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What are resultant changes?

• Our questions are changing
– How much time was spent in storm prep?
– How long were we in transit to a jobsite?
– How many hours were spent waiting on 

equipment needing repair?
– How many hours are our foremen and 

supervisors spending on administrative duties 
like paperwork?
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What are resultant changes?

• Our metrics are changing
– Fewer activity codes, based more on the 

action taken and less on the asset affected
– Changes in units of measure
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What’s next for LADOTD’s 
MMS?

• Additional Asset Maintenance Tracking
– Noise abatement, Culverts, Guardrails, Signs

• Level of Service
• Upgrading to Version 7
• Potential for a new user interface
• Continued monitoring for 

innovation/improvement
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Questions

David B. Coarsey
Program Specialist, LADOTD 
(225) 379-1997
David.Coarsey@la.gov


